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1 Introduction 
 
One of the main tasks of the EuroTermBank project is to choose appropriate terminology 
resources for the digitalization and integration of at least 100,000 terms into EuroTermBank, 
available in the new EU member states represented in the project consortium namely Estonia, 
Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, and Poland and to either integrate them into a central database or 
make them available via a central on-line user interface.  
 
This Deliverable serves to have a current illustration of the existing resources identified and 
described in detail, in order to allow an evaluation and selection of appropriate data in the five 
countries. Furthermore, it provides an illustration of procedures of describing, evaluating (and 
selecting) these resources. 
 
The data of this Deliverable mirrors the actual state of affairs concerning the current status of 
resources in the project partners countries from 10th of October 2005.  
Updates will be accomplished as necessary. 
 
All described resources could not be part of this document due to great many of 
descriptions.They are available in the folder Deliverable 2.1, 2 Questionnaires. 
Furtehrmore, the program XL2TeDIF could not be part of this document. It is available in the 
folder Deliverable 2.1, 3 Parser. The analysis tables are additionally available in the folder 
Deliverable 2.1, 4 Analysis. 
 
 

2 General methodology 

 
In the early stages of the project, we had to discuss several procedures how to record, 
describe, process and analyze the terminology resources in the respective project partners 
countries to come forward with a proposal for a selection of resources for the Golden Core 
(2000 sample terms in each of the five project partners languages) and to choose appropriate 
resources for the digitalization of 100,000 terms. 
 
After due consideration about recording, describing and processing, 
- data of resources was recorded and described (according to 3) in two different formats 
(Excel/.xls and TeDIF/.xml) (see 3.3 and 3.4), 
- a parser was developed to convert the .xls to .xml format for further data processing  
(see 3.5). 
 
In order to assure high-value descriptions, 
- guidelines and criteria were developed for the evaluation of terminology resources (see 3),  
- TeDIF - Terminology Documentation Interchange Format was developed respectively 
adapted (see 3.4). 
 
Upon receiving description of resources, 
- the data was analyzed to get an overview of all descriptions (see 5), 
- a proposal was made for the selection of terms for the Golden Core (see 6 and 6.1). 
 
The respective partners followed the guideline for the evaluation of terminology resources, 
located terminology resources, described each resource individually in one of the two given 
formats and sent the data to the IIM for further processing. 
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3 Evaluation of terminology resources 

 
In order to evaluate the terminology resources systematically and to decide whether they 
should be described and considerated as “significant”, two documents were developed. 
 
The first document is based on the discussion among the project partners during the workshop 
on 18 March 2005. It provides a short overview on the criteria for the evaluation of 
terminology resources (3.1).  
It deals with the subject referring to a clearly arranged questionnaire for data acquisition.  
Its main topics focus on  
- language for special purpose (3.1.1),  
- reputation and expertise of the creating institution or person (3.1.2), 
- methodological approach (3.1.3), 
- availability  of the data (3.1.4), and 
- actuality of the data (3.1.5). 
 
The second is a predominantly general draft guideline and criteria for the evaluation of 
terminology resources (3.2).  
The document is subdivided into four paragraphs that describe 
- general aspects: What is a resource? (I), 
- judging the 'value' of terminological data (II), 
- evaluation criteria (III), and 
- degree of authoritativeness in relation to cost of preparation (IV). 
 
 
3.1 Criteria for the evaluation of terminology resources  
 
3.1.1 Language for Special Purposes (LSP) only 

The project partners agreed to exclude Language for General Purposes (LGP), given the fact 
that the project is dealing with terminology, defined in ISO 1087-1:2000 “Terminology work 
– Vocabulary – Part 1: Theory and application“ as a “set of designations ... belonging to one 
special language”, special language being defined ibid. as “language used in a subject field 
and characterized by the use of specific linguistic means of expression”. 
 
3.1.2 Reputation and expertise of the creating institution or person 

The institutions or the authors creating terminology resources can be considered as a valuable 
indication on the quality of the item. When the institution or the author is known for well-
founded terminology work and reputed experts of the respective subject field are involved, 
chances are that the quality of the terminology collection is appropriate. But the very fact that 
an institution or an author is not known so far shouldn’t be a reason to exclude from the outset 
their terminology resources.  
 
3.1.3 Methodological approach 

Another important criterion consists of the methodological approach the terminology resource 
is based on and the question whether the relevant national or international standards for 
terminology work have been observed. Central quality criteria: 
- concept orientation 
- systematic choice of concepts  
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- subject field indications and usage notes 
- alphabetical indices in all languages 
- abbreviations 
- definitions 
- grammatical information 
- phonetic information 
- target group mentioned 
 
3.1.4 Availability of the data 

For the purposes of the EuroTermBank project, the access conditions are quite important. To 
make use of the data, either the terminology resources must be freely accessible or the 
respective copyright holder should be ready to cooperate and to conclude a copyright 
agreement with the project consortium.  
 
3.1.5 Actuality of the data 

Last, but not least, the actuality of the data could be crucial for the acceptability of 
terminology resources. This criterion is indeed closely connected with the respective subject 
field and the purpose the terminology collection has been created for.  
 
 
3.2 Guidelines and criteria for the evaluation of terminology resources 

 

3.2.1 General aspects: What is a resource? 

- monolingual terminology (covering one or more subject-fields) 
--» How many records for a given subject-field constitute a resource? 
- multilingual terminology (covering one or more subject-fields) 
What is the minimum number of records in a given language (or multilingual) to be 
considered as one resource (provided that the data of the language(s) can be considered as 
complete) 
-----» the records of a resource should belong to one well-defined subject-(sub)field 
-----» every language (sub)file of a multilingual resource should be counted as one resource 
(provided it is complete) 
 
3.2.2 Judging the ‘value’ of terminological data  

(e.g. as a basis for ‘pricing’) 
- degree of authoritativeness of the data originator 
- quality of data documentation used and references hereto (viz. verifiability) 
- preparation by  
 - group of experts 
 - one or few experts 
 - specialized lexicographers 
 - others 
- ‘completeness’ of data (which may vary according to different conventions in 
different subject-fields) 
- ‘up-to-datedness’ of data (date of input/latest revision should be quite recent 
in highly dynamic fields) 
- existence of a (internal/external) validation mechanism 
 
… 
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3.2.3 Evaluation criteria 

Principal evaluation criteria 3.2.3.1 (vertical, viz. by subject-field):  
authoritative nature of data (degree of authoritativeness)  
- according to the status of the data originator being 
 - a legal or quasi-legal (public or semi-public) authority 
 - a harmonizing/standardizing (or quasi-standardizing) body 
 - an ‘informal’ authority in the respective subject-field 
As a rule there is no absolute ‘authority’ covering all applications, the authority in most cases 
is restricted to a (implicitly or explicitly) defined scope, but can often be extended towards 
similar/neighboring applications. 
3.2.3.1 .1 legal (or quasi-legal) 

e.g. determined by legislation or jurisdiction at international, European or  
national levels 
3.2.3.1.2  harmonized/standardized 

by an official public or officially authorized harmonization/standardization 
body 
3.2.3.1.3 quasi-standardized  

by a subject-field authority recognized (e.g. IUPAC) or by an institution/  
organization authorized for this purpose, but not belonging to the official  
standardization framework (e.g. technical rules issued by public administration) 
a) prepared within the framework of a working group or committee/commission 
established for this purpose 
b) prepared on the basis of a contract/mandate given to one (or more) expert(s) 
 
3.2.3.1.4 issued by a (formally or informally recognized) subject-field authority 

a) prepared within the framework of a working group or committee/commission 
established for this purpose 
b) prepared by one (or more) individual experts on behalf of the subject- field 
authority 
c) adopted by the subject-field authority from outside originators 
and 
a. prepared on the basis of a proper terminological methodology  
(e.g. following the respective ISO standards) 
b. individual data being well documented  
(incl. indication of source references, originating body/expert etc.,  
responsibility codes etc.) 
c. prepared by (individual or a group of) subject-field experts 
d. prepared by other kind of expert(s) 
(e.g. specialized lexicographer, translator, etc.) 
 
3.2.3.2  non-authoritative terminology 

a) prepared within the framework of a working group or committee/commission 
established for this purpose 
b) prepared by one (or more) individual experts on behalf of an issuing  
institution/organization (e.g. publisher) 
c) adopted by an issuing institution/organization from outside originators 
and 
a. prepared on the basis of a proper terminological methodology  
(e.g. following the respective ISO standards) 
b. individual data being well documented  
(incl. indication of source references, originating body/expert etc.,  
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responsibility codes etc.) 
c. prepared by (individual or a group of) subject-field experts 
d. prepared by other kind of expert(s) 
(e.g. specialized lexicographer, translator, etc.) 
 
Principal evaluation criteria 3.3.1 (horizontal, viz. common to all subject-fields):  
high quality of documentation of data 

- facilitating the verifiability of data 
and high degree of detailed ness and completeness 

- leading to clarity/transparency of data structure 
- resulting in multifunctional terminological data  
 
The above-mentioned principle criteria do not preclude the possibility of high-quality data 
prepared by non-authoritative originators in individual cases. They are to a large extent 
similar to the (‘formal’) quality criteria in QA. 
 
3.2.4 Degree of authoritativeness in relation to costs of preparation 

As a rule of thumb terminological data prepared 
- by groups or teams in an authoritative framework tend to be costlier than those prepared by 
one or few individuals 
- in a highly systematic and well documented way tend to be costlier than those prepared in an 
unsystematic way 
- by experts tend to be costlier than those prepared by non-expert terminographers. 
 
The costs for preparing terminological data may vary from USD 10 (by a non-expert 
terminographer in a well-documented and comparatively less dynamic subject field) per entry 
in a given language to x1000 USD (by highly authoritative expert groups) per entry – if all 
costs are calculated (incl. travel expenses for meetings etc.). However, the costs for the 
preparation of terminologies are more often than not disconnected from the price asked for 
providing the data (in book form, as a database etc.). Mostly the ‚price‘ of terminological data 
is far below their ‚creation costs‘. 
 
Usually the experts preparing terminological data must do this anyhow in their own interest in 
order to facilitate professional communication, for knowledge ordering purposes etc. The 
costs for the preparation, therefore, cannot be charged fully to the customer/re-user. Sadly the 
experts preparing highly authoritative and high quality terminological data relay consider the 
needs of re-users. This limits the authoritative nature of the data to very restricted 
applications, thus reducing their value for a wider range of applications. 
 
According to the Finnish model the costs for the preparation of terminological data by groups 
of experts including terminologists may add up to between USD 300 to 600 (depending on the 
intensity of involvement of the terminologist[s]). This shows that the involvement of trained 
terminologists in high-level and highly authoritative systematic terminology work by expert 
teams can cut costs to less than 25%!!! 
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3.3 Questionnaire for the description of terminology resources 

 
In order to record all resources in .xls format and in dependence on Guidelines and criteria 

for the evaluation of terminology resources, a questionnaire in Excel format (see picture 1. 
2. and 3.) was drafted. 
 
By means of this questionnaire, the project partners were asked to describe the terminology 
resources available in the „New EU“, that means the Baltic states as well as Poland and 
Hungary. Therefore, the partners were asked to look for appropriate terminology resources in 
their respective countries and contact the responsible persons.  
The resources should ideally be freely accessible. In case of restricted access, it was most 
desirable to convince the copyright holders of the advantages an unremunerated participation 
in our project could implicate.  
 
These could have been: 
- participation in an international research project co-funded by the EU commission 
- constant contact and information exchange with universities, public institutes  and private 
companies dealing with terminology-related issues 
- information on the latest developments in the field of terminology science, standardization 
and methodology 
- possibility of influencing the issues of the project 
- the inclusion of their terminology resources within the prototype database can be used for 
dissemination and marketing purposes. 
- et cetera 
 
For every terminology resource one single questionnaire was to be completed – either by the 
project partner or by the respective resource holder.  Possible answers for some of the 
questions – concerning questions 1, 2, 5, 6, 12 of the content-related data were provided, other 
answers hat to be marked with a cross (x). They were also free to provide any kind of 
information they dispose of by using the field “Additional information”. 
 
This questionnaire is subdivided in A) Administrative data (see picture 1.) and  B) Content 

related data (see picture 2. and 3.). 
It contains information like:  
- name of the resource, 
- name of the author, 
- copyright holder, 
- availability, 
- description of the resource, 
- data medium, 
- arrangement of terms, 
- approach, 
- languages of the terminology collection, 
- subject field(s), 
- number of concepts/terms/entries. 
 
After completition of questionnaires, the partners returned them to the IIM via e-mail. 
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(picture 1.)
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(picture 2.) 
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(picture 3.) 
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3.4 TeDIF - Terminology Documentation Interchange Format 
 

3.4.1 Introduction 

The Terminology Documentation Interchange Format TeDIF was developed in the framework 
of the project TDCnet – European Terminology Documentation Centre Network, co-funded 
by the EU Commission, and described by Anne Betz and Klaus-Dirk Schmitz in the 
Deliverable T 2.2 for Task 2.2 of Work package 2 “Design of the Virtual Directory. 
Requirements and Recommendations for Operating the European TDCs Network”. 
 
The general intention and main objective of the TDCnet project was to design and implement 
a European Network of national or regional terminology documentation centers (TDCs). The 
core of this network was to create a Virtual Directory as a common pool of information of all 
TDCs co-operating in the TDCnet. 
 
For building up and maintaining the Virtual Directory, the data (not necessarily all data) of a 
local TDC have to be converted to the common format. With this objective TeDIF was 
developed as an SGML/XML-based format for the interchange of bibliographical and factual 
data. These include in detail: 
• bibliographical data 

- literature (serials, monographs, articles, journals, theses, etc.) 
- term collections (printed dictionaries, glossaries, thesauri, classifications, 

terminological databases, etc.) 
• factual data 

- corporate entities (organizations, institutions) 
- persons (experts) 
- projects  
- terminology management software 
- events (conferences, workshops) 
- teaching & training opportunities. 
-  

In the EuroTermBank project, TeDIF  was and will be used for the description of the 
existing terminology resources in Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, and Poland. According 
to the specific needs the amount of TeDIF information types is limited to  
• bibliographical data: 

- term collections. 
 
For the detailed description of the terminology collections TeDIF was slightly modified and 
supplemented by a few new data categories. 
 
3.4.2 The Terminology Documentation Interchange Format 

The Terminology Documentation Interchange Format TeDIF is an SGML-based formalism 
(SGML = Standard Generalized Markup Language, ISO 8879:1986) to describe and exchange 
data. Since TeDIF is also XML-compatible (XML = Extended Markup Language, subset of 
SGML), it is open to the newest developments in markup languages, the usage of Unicode, 
and an easier conversion to HTML, the markup language of the World Wide Web. 
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3.4.2.1  Basic Structure of a TeDIF File 

A TeDIF file contains all documents (description of term collections) that are exchanged at a 
certain time (e.g. all descriptions of term collections from one institution at the end of May 
2005). The file is enclosed in <TEDIF> tags and composed of two major blocks of data. The 
<HEAD> contains general administrative information for this interchange file such as 
originating institution, creation date of this file, or character set used. The <BODY> contains 
the data to be exchanged where each bibliographic item (document) is enclosed in <DOC>

1
 

tags. 

<TeDIF>

</TeDIF>

<Head>
    General Information for TeDIF File

</Head>

<Body>

</Body>

<TDCDoc>

</TDCDoc>

 

<TEDIF LANG=en> 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

</TEDIF> 

<HEAD> 

    General administrative information of this TeDIF file 

</HEAD> 

<BODY> 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

        . . . . . . .  

 

 

 

 

 

</BODY> 

<DOC> 

    Data of a term collection 

</DOC> 

<DOC> 

    Data of a term collection 

</DOC> 

<DOC> 

    Data of a term collection 

</DOC> 

 

Each document is enclosed in <DOC> tags, where the opening tag uses the Type attribute to 
specify the formal type of the document. According to the TeDIF specifications, term 
collections are classified as monographs, therefore the formal document type is documented 
as <DOC TYPE='LITMONO'>. 
 

The <ADMIN> block contains all administrative data related to this document such as the 
originating institution, dates of recording and last revision of this item or record status. The 
<DOCINFO> block contains all data describing the document such as author, title or name of 
expert. 

                                                
1
 Ted IF modified for ETB, original: <TDCDOC> 
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<DOC TYPE = 'LITMONO'> 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

</DOC> 

<ADMIN> 

    Administrative information of this document item 

</ADMIN> 

<DOCINFO> 

 

    Data describing this document 

 

</DOCINFO> 

 

3.4.2.2  Global Attributes 

Global attributes can specify generic identifiers (tags) of a TeDIF file and can be used with 
any TeDIF tag. 

3.4.2.2.1 The LANG Attribute 

The LANG attribute indicates the language of the element included in the tag block where the 
LANG attribute is used. Every TeDIF file shall at least have one LANG attribute in the 
opening <TEDIF> tag specifying the default language of the file (this applies to the content 
of the data categories, not to the tags itself). Elements that vary from the default language 
shall be identified by an own LANG attribute, and elements contained within other elements 
shall automatically inherit the language of the higher element unless otherwise marked. For 
the purpose of EuroTermBank all records shall be in English. 
 
The codes for indicating the LANG attribute (Alpha-2 code) are taken from ISO 639: 1988, 
e.g. LANG = en or LANG = de. The 3-letter code (Alpha-3 code, ISO 639-2: 1998) is not 
used because it is not widely spread and not necessary for EuroTermBank purpose (subtypes 
of languages).  
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3.4.2.3  TeDIF HEAD Information 

The administrative data coded in the <HEAD> section of a TeDIF file describe the whole 
TeDIF interchange document. The following information can be coded: 
 

Data Category Description TeDIF 

Representation 

Example 

EuroTermBank 
partner2 

institution originating 

and producing this 

TeDIF file 

<ETBPART> <ETBPART>IIM 

</ETBPART> 

responsible person person responsible for 

production of this 

TeDIF file (structured 

data according to 

2.6.3.1) 

<PERSON TYPE= 

'RESPONSIBLE'> 

<PERSON TYPE= 

'RESPONSIBLE'> 

    (see 2.6.3.1) 
</PERSON> 

date of production date of production of 

this TeDIF file 

(Form: YYYY-MM-

DD) 

<PRODDATE> <PRODDATE> 

2005-04-01 
</PRODDATE> 

note on content description of the 

content of this file 

<CONTNOTE> <CONTNOTE>only 

terminology theses 

</CONTNOTE> 

note on usage note on the usage of 

the data of this file 

<USENOTE> <USENOTE>for 

ETC internal use 

only </USENOTE> 

 

3.4.2.4  TeDIF Document Types 

3.4.2.4.1 Formal Document Types 

The (main formal) type of the document is coded by the TYPE attribute of the opening 
<DOC> tag. 
 

Type of Document TeDIF Representation 

Bibliographic Data 

monograph <DOC TYPE='LITMONO'> 

 

3.4.2.4.2 Intellectual Document Types 

The formal document types named above are subcategorised intellectually by the element 
<INTELTYPE> in the <ADMIN> section of the <DOC> document. 

 

 

                                                
2
 TeDIF modified for ETB, original: TDC name, <TDC> 
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3.4.2.4.2.1 Types of monographic documents 

The elements listed below are intellectual subtypes of <DOC TYPE= 'LITMONO'>. 

Subtype of Monographic Document 

or Article 

TeDIF Representation 

classification <INTELTYPE>Classification</INTELTYP

E> 

dictionary <INTELTYPE>Dictionary</INTELTYPE> 

LSP dictionary <INTELTYPE>LSPDictionary</INTELTYP

E> 

encyclopedia <INTELTYPE>Encyclopedia</INTELTYP

E> 

glossary <INTELTYPE>Glossary</INTELTYPE> 

nomenclature <INTELTYPE>Nomenclature</INTELTYP

E> 

terminological database <INTELTYPE>Termbase</INTELTYPE> 

terminology standard <INTELTYPE>Termstandard</INTELTYP

E> 

terminology thesis <INTELTYPE>Termthesis</INTELTYPE> 

thesaurus <INTELTYPE>Thesaurus</INTELTYPE> 

vocabulary <INTELTYPE>Vocabulary</INTELTYPE> 

termlist <INTELTYPE>Termlist</INTELTYPE> 

other type of work <INTELTYPE>Other</INTELTYPE> 

3.4.2.5  Administrative Data of a <DOC> Document 

The <ADMIN> block contains administrative data related to the bibliographic or factual 
document described in the respective <DOC> block. The language of the data is not coded by 
a specific data category; please use the LANG attribute as described in 2.2.1. The following 
information can be coded: 
 

Data Category Description TeDIF 

Representation 

Example 

record ID alphanumeric characters 

uniquely associated with 

the record and assigned 

by the institution 
preparing it 

<RECORDID> <RECORDID>DT00
01 </RECORDID> 

ETB record ID3 alphanumeric field 

containing a unique 

number in order to 

identify a record within 

<ETBID> <ETBID>00001 
</ETBID> 

                                                
3
 TeDIF modified for ETB, original: TDCnet record ID, <TDCNETID> 
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the EuroTermBank 

intellectual type intellectual type of 

document, see 2.4.2 

<INTELTYPE> <INTELTYPE>Glos
sary 
</INTELTYPE> 

availability of item information where the 

item is (currently) in 

stock and can be 
consulted 

<INSTOCK> <INSTOCK> 
Latvian Academy of 
Sciences 
</INSTOCK> 

access conditions information whether the 

access to the term 

collection is free or 
restricted 

<ACCESSCOND> <ACCESSCOND>fr
ee 
</ACCESSCOND> 

form of availability physical 

medium/material of 

which the item consists 

(paper, text file – e.g. 

Word, systematic table – 

e.g. Excel, database file 

– e.g. Oracle, 
SGML/XML file) 

<MAT> <MAT>Oracle 
database</MAT> 

character set used character set used in the 

term collection 

<CHARSET> <CHARSET>Unicod
e 
</CHARSET> 

copyright holder4 name of the institution(s) 

holding the copyright of 
the term collection 

<COPYRIGHT> <COPYRIGHT> 

O rodek 
Przetwarzania 
Informacji 
</COPYRIGHT> 

translated copyright 
holder 

official English 

designation of the 

institution holding the 
copyright 

<COPYRIGHT 

TYPE='translated'> 

<COPYRIGHT 

TYPE='translated' 

LANG=en> 

Information 
Processing 
Centre</COPYRIG

HT> 

 

copyright holder: 
person 

information on the 

copyright holder, 

structured data 

according to 2.6.3.1: if 

the copyright holder is a 

person, the opening tag 

is <PERSON TYPE= 

'COPYRIGHT 

HOLDER'>, if the 

<PERSON TYPE= 

'COPYRIGHT 

HOLDER'> 

<PERSON TYPE= 

'CONTPERS'> 

 

<PERSON TYPE= 

'COPYRIGHT 

HOLDER'> 
(see 
2.6.3.1)<PERSON> 

<PERSON TYPE= 

'CONTPERS'> 

(see 
2.6.3.1)<PERSON> 

                                                
4
 TeDIF modified for ETB, original: TDC name, <TDCOWN> 
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copyright holder is an 

institution, the data of 

the contact person within 

this institution the 

opening tag is 

<PERSON TYPE= 
'CONTPERS'> 

 

copyright holder 
address 

address information on 

the copyright holder 

(structured data 
according to 2.6.3.2) 

<ADDRESS 

TYPE= 

'COPYRIGHT 

HOLDER'> 

<ADDRESS TYPE= 

'COPYRIGHT 

HOLDER'> 

(see 
2.6.3.2)<ADDRESS> 

copyright holder 
contact 

contact information on 

the copyright holder 

(structured data 
according to 2.6.3.3) 

<CONTACT 

TYPE= 

'COPYRIGHT 

HOLDER'> 

<CONTACT 

TYPE= 

'COPYRIGHT 

HOLDER'> 

(see 2.6.3.3) 
<CONTACT> 

record status information on the 

record status 

(provisional, completed, 
revised) 

<RECSTAT> <RECSTAT>comple
ted 

</RECSTAT> 

creator name of person who 

created the record 

(structured data 
according to 2.6.3.1) 

<PERSON TYPE= 

'CREATOR'> 

<PERSON TYPE= 

'CREATOR'> 

(see 
2.6.3.1)</PERSON> 

updater name of person who 

changed the record 

(structured data 
according to 2.6.3.1) 

<PERSON TYPE= 

'UPDATER'> 

<PERSON TYPE= 

'UPDATER'> 

(see 
2.6.3.1)</PERSON> 

creation date date when the record 

was created (Form: 

YYYY-MM-DD) 

<CREATEDATE> <CREATEDATE> 

2005-04-22 

</CREATEDATE> 

update date date when the record 

was updated the last time 
(Form: YYYY-MM-DD) 

<UPDATEDATE> <UPDATEDATE> 

2005-06-15 

</UPDATEDATE> 

web site address URL of the electronic 

version, if available on 

the WWW 

<WWW> <WWW>http://www.
f03.fh-
koeln.de/fakultaet/iim
/ doc10.htm 

</WWW> 

administrative note additional information 

related to this record 

<NOTE> <NOTE>Electronic 
version of this 
document will be 
available soon 
</NOTE> 
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3.4.2.6  Content-related data of a <DOC> Document 

The content-related data are enclosed between <DOCINFO> tags of a <DOC> document. 
For the purpose of EuroTermBank only monographs are relevant. 

3.4.2.6.1 Formal Types of Bibliographic Documents 

3.4.2.6.1.1  Monographs 

Monographs are characterized by the opening tag <DOC TYPE='LITMONO'> and may be 
described by the following data categories: 
 

Data Category Description TeDIF 

Representation 

Example 

author(s), editor(s) one or more authors, one 

or more editors or 
institution(s) 

<AUTHOR> <AUTHOR>Herman, I. 
</AUTHOR> 

<AUTHOR>Galinski, 
C.; Schmitz, K.-D. [ed.] 
</AUTHOR> 

title(s) <TITLE> 

transliterated title <TITLE TYPE = 

'translit'> 

translated title 

words, phrase(s), 

group(s) of characters 

normally appearing on 

the item exactly as to 

wording, but not 

necessarily as to 

punctuation, 

capitalization and 

character set 

<TITLE TYPE = 

'translated'> 

<TITLE>Terminologie 
und 
Übersetzen </TITLE> 

<TITLE 

TYPE='translated' 

LANG=en> 

Terminology and 
Translation 
</TITLE> 

edition statement a word or phrase or 

group of characters 

identifying an item as a 
member of an edition 

<EDITION> <EDITION>2nd ed. 
</EDITION> 

place of publication name of the place of the 

publishing institution 

<PUBPLACE> <PUBPLACE>New 
York 
</PUBPLACE> 

publisher name of the publishing 

institution 

<PUBLISHER> <PUBLISHER>Hachett
e 
</PUBLISHER> 

date of publication year (or date) of 

publication of the item 

<PUBDATE> <PUBDATE>1997 
</PUBDATE> 

ISBN International Standard 

Book Number 

<ISBN> <ISBN>3-456-78932-1 
</ISBN> 

ISSN International Standard 

Serial Number 

<ISSN> <ISSN>3984-
394X</ISSN> 

pagination number of pages of the 

item 

<NUMPAGES> <NUMPAGES>331 p. 
</NUMPAGES> 

other descriptive 
details 

other descriptive details 

of the item 

<PHYSDET> <PHYSDET>+ 1 CD-
ROM 
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</PHYSDET> 

tariff, price information on price and 

currency of the item 

<TARIFF> <TARIFF>EUR 65,00 
</TARIFF> 

subject field  general indication of the 

subject field  

<SUBJECT 

TYPE='local'> 

<SUBJECT 

TYPE='local'> 
finance 
</SUBJECT> 

note any additional 

information on the item 

<NOTE> <NOTE>also published 
in Russian</NOTE> 

3.4.2.6.2 Intellectual Subtypes of Bibliographic Documents 

Monographs are described in general by the data categories listed under 2.6.1.1. For certain 
intellectual subtypes additional data categories may be added where a combination of the 
following groups is possible. For the description of a terminology standard for example, you 
may add the data categories for the intellectual subtypes “standard” and “term collection”. 

3.4.2.6.2.1  Dissertations and Theses 

Dissertations and theses are characterised by the opening tag <DOC TYPE='LITMONO'>. 
The intellectual subtype, represented with the element <INTELTYPE> in the <ADMIN> 

block of the respective <DOC>, shall be Termthesis. In addition to the data categories 
mentioned there, the following additional data categories are used for theses. The data 
categories specified for the description of term collections (see 2.6.2.3) are also relevant. 
 

Data Category Description TeDIF 

Representation 

Example 

type of work  approach of the thesis 

(theoretical, practical, 

both) 

<WORKTYPE> <WORKTYPE> 

practical 
</WORKTYPE> 

level of work indications on the 

academic degree 

(bachelor, diploma, 

master, dissertation) 

<LEVEL> <LEVEL> 

diploma 
</LEVEL> 

supervised by name of academic 

person who supervised 

the thesis (structured 

data according to 
2.6.3.1) 

<PERSON TYPE= 

'SUPERVISOR'> 

<PERSON TYPE= 

'SUPERVISOR'> 

    (see 2.6.3.1) 
</PERSON> 

supervising 
institution 

name of academic 

institution of supervising 

person 

<SUPERINST> <SUPERINST> 

University of Applied 
Sciences Cologne 
</SUPERINST> 

date related to the 
thesis 

date related to obtaining 

the degree for which the 

work was prepared 

<DISSDATE> <DISSDATE> 

2005-05-30 
</DISSDATE> 
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3.4.2.6.2.2  Standards 

Standards are characterised by the opening tag <DOC TYPE='LITMONO'>. The 
intellectual subtype, represented with the element <INTELTYPE> in the <ADMIN> block 
of the respective <DOC>, shall be Termstandard. In addition to the data categories 
mentioned there, the following additional data categories are used for standards. The data 
categories specified for the description of term collections (see 2.6.2.3) are also relevant. 
 

Data Category Description TeDIF 

Representation 

Example 

number of standard official number of the 

standard 

<STDNO> <STDNO>ISO 12 620 
</STDNO> 

status of standard elaboration status of the 

standard (CD, DIS, 

FDIS, Standard) 

<STATUS> <STATUS>FDIS 
</STATUS> 

type of standard area of validity 

(national, European, 
international 

<STDTYP> <STDTYP>internationa
l 
</STDTYP> 

technical committee reference of the 

technical committee 

and/or working group 

responsible for the 

product 

<TECHCOMM> <TECHCOMM> 
ISO TC 37 WG 3 
</TECHCOMM> 

validation body legal or official 

authority which 

validates or approves 
the document 

<VALIDATOR> <VALIDATOR>ISO 
</VALIDATOR> 

issuing body originating body, the 

owner of the document 

<ISSUEDBY> <ISSUEDBY>ISO 
</ISSUEDBY> 

replaces indications on the 

standard replaced by 

this standard 

<REPLACES> <REPLACES> 

ISO 6398:1990 
</REPLACES> 

replaced by indications on the 

standard that replaces 
this standard 

<REPLACED> <REPLACED> 

DIN 1477:1997 
</REPLACED> 

date related to 
standard 

date related to the legal 

status or other features 

of standards 

<STDDATE> <STDDATE> 

1998-03-31 
</STDDATE> 

ICS code International 

Classification for 
Standards notation 

<SUBJECT 

TYPE='ICS'> 

<SUBJECT 

TYPE='ICS'> 

79.020.20 
</SUBJECT> 

3.4.2.6.2.3  Term Collections 

Term collections are characterised by the opening tag <DOC TYPE= 'LITMONO'>. There 
are many intellectual subtypes, represented with the element <INTELTYPE> in the 
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<ADMIN> block of the respective <DOC>, such as Classification, Dictionary, 

Encyclopedia, Glossary, LSPDictionary, Nomenclature, Terminological database, 

Termstandard, Termthesis, Thesaurus, Vocabulary. In addition to the data categories for 
monographs mentioned in 2.6.1.1, the following additional data categories are used for term 
collections. 
 
In case of the document being a terminological standard or a terminological thesis, additional 
elements for these types are used for its bibliographic description (see 2.6.2.1 and 2.6.2.2). 
 

Data Category Description TeDIF 

Representation 

Example 

main type of 
arrangement of terms 

information on main 

arrangement of terms 

(alphabetical, 
systematic, graphical) 

<TERMREP> <TERMREP>systemati
c 
</TERMREP> 

approach approach of the term 

collection (monolingual, 

bilingual, multilingual  

<APPROACH> <APPROACH>bilingu
al 
</APPROACH> 

language(s) of the 
collection 

languages covered by 

this term collection 

<LANGUAGES> <LANGUAGES>de, en 
</LANGUAGES> 

language(s) of indices index language(s) 

especially used for 
printed vocabularies 

<INDICES> <INDICES>de, en 

</INDICES> 

number of concepts number of concepts 

handled in this 
collection 

<CONCEPTS> <CONCEPTS>1234 
</CONCEPTS> 

number of terms number of terms handled 

in this collection 

<TERMS> <TERMS>2345</TER

MS> 

number of entries number of entries 

handled in this 

collection 

<ENTRIES> <ENTRIES>1234 

</ENTRIES> 

grammatical 
information 

indication whether the 

item contains 

grammatical 

information or not (yes, 
no) 

<GRAMMAR> <GRAMMAR>yes 

</GRAMMAR> 

definitions indication whether the 

item contains definitions 

or not (yes, no) 

<DEF> <DEF>yes</DEF> 

language(s) of 
definitions 

languages of the 

definitions contained in 
the term collection 

<LANGDEF> <LANGDEF>de, en 
</LANGDEF> 

contexts  indication whether the 

item contains contexts or 

not (yes, no) 

<CONTEXT> <CONTEXT>yes 
</CONTEXT> 
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language(s) of 
contexts 

languages of the 

contexts contained in the 

term collection 

<LANGCON> <LANGCON>de, en 
</LANGCON> 

usage notes indication whether the 

item contains notes on 

the usage of the terms 

(yes, no) 

<USAGE> <USAGE>yes</USAG

E> 

graphics, illustrations indication whether the 

item contains graphics 

or other illustrations 
(yes, no) 

<GRAPH> <GRAPH>yes</GRAP

H> 

indication of subject 
fields 

indication whether the 

item contains the 

indication of subject 

fields for the terms (yes, 

no) 

<INDSUBJECT> <INDSUBJECT>yes 

</INDSUBJECT> 

sample entry sample entry  <SAMPLE> <SAMPLE>(sample 
entry) 
</SAMPLE> 

detailed entry 
structure information  

description of the entry 

structure or additional 

notes 

<STRUCTURE> <STRUCTURE> 

(description of entry 
structure)</STRUCTU

RE> 

frequency of update information on the 

regular update 

frequency 

<UPDATFREQ> <UPDATFREQ>month
ly </UPDATFREQ> 

3.4.2.6.3 Specific Subgroups of Data Categories 

Within the description of the <HEAD> of a TeDIF interchange file as well as within the 
<ADMIN> part and the <DOC> part of a TeDIF document, a reference is sometimes made to 
persons, addresses and contact information such as phone, fax or e-mail. Specific subgroups 
of data categories are prepared for these types of information. 

3.4.2.6.3.1  Person 

Persons are described by data categories which are included in a block of <PERSON> tags. 
The opening <PERSON> tag indicates by the TYPE attribute the function or role of the 
person. Possible types of persons are: 
 

Type or Role of Person TeDIF Representation 

responsible person <PERSON TYPE='RESPONSIBLE'> 

creator of a document / item <PERSON TYPE='CREATOR'> 

updater of a document / item <PERSON TYPE='UPDATER'> 

supervisor (of a thesis) <PERSON TYPE='SUPERVISOR'> 

expert <PERSON TYPE='EXPERT'> 
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contact person <PERSON TYPE='CONTPERS'> 

chairperson, director, manager <PERSON TYPE='CHAIRPERS'> 

copyright holder <PERSON TYPE='COPYRIGHT HOLDER'> 

 
The following data categories are used for describing persons: 
 

Data Category Description TeDIF 

Representation 

Example 

first name first name(s) of the 

person 

<FIRSTNAME> <FIRSTNAME>Klaus-
Dirk 
</FIRSTNAME> 

last name last name(s) of the 

person 

<LASTNAME> <LASTNAME>Schmit
z 

</LASTNAME> 

title (academic) title of the 

person 

<TITLE> <TITLE>Prof. Dr. 
</TITLE> 

initials initial used for the 

person (not the initial 

letter of a second first 

name only) 

<INITIALS> <INITIALS>KDS 
</INITIALS> 

3.4.2.6.3.2  Address 

Addresses are described by data categories which are included in a block of <ADDRESS> 

tags. The opening <ADDRESS> tag indicates by the TYPE attribute the type of the address. 
Possible types of addresses are: 
 

Type of Addresses TeDIF Representation 

business address of an expert, person <ADDRESS TYPE='PERSBUSI'> 

visiting address of an institution <ADDRESS TYPE='INSTVISIT'> 

mailing address of an institution <ADDRESS TYPE='INSTMAIL'> 

mailing address of a copyright holder <ADDRESS TYPE='COPYRIGHT 

HOLDER'> 

 

The following data categories are used for describing addresses: 
 

Data Category Description TeDIF 

Representation 

Example 

street street (including number 

or block) of the address 

<STREET> <STREET> 

Mainzer Straße 5 
</STREET> 
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P.O. Box post box of the address <POBOX> <POBOX>Postfach 10 
20 30 
</POBOX> 

city city <CITY> <CITY>Köln</CITY> 

ZIP code ZIP code (including 

country code if 
applicable) 

<ZIP> <ZIP>D-50678</ZIP> 

state state / region (including 

code) if applicable 

<STATE> <STATE>Ohio</STAT

E> 

country country coded by ISO 

country codes 

<COUNTRY> <COUNTRY>DE 
</COUNTRY> 

3.4.2.6.3.3  Contact 

Contact information such as phone, fax or e-mail are described by data categories which are 
included in a block of <CONTACT> tags. The opening <CONTACT> tag indicates by the 
TYPE attribute the type of the contact information. Possible types of contacts are: 
 

Type of Addresses TeDIF Representation 

business contact info of an expert, person <CONTACT TYPE='PERSBUSI'> 

contact info of a contact person <CONTACT TYPE='CONTPERS'> 

contact info of a chairperson, director <CONTACT TYPE='CHAIRPERS'> 

contact info of an institution <CONTACT TYPE='INSTITUT'> 

contact info of a copyright holder <CONTACT TYPE='COPYRIGHT 

HOLDER'> 

 

The following data categories are used for describing contact information: 
 

Data Category Description TeDIF 

Representation 

Example 

phone number telephone number (incl. 

international country 
code) 

<PHONE> <PHONE> 

+49-221-8275-3272 

</PHONE> 

fax number fax number (incl. 

international country 

code) 

<FAX> <FAX> 

+49-221-8275-3991 

</FAX> 

e-mail address full e-mail address <EMAIL> <EMAIL> 

klaus.schmitz@fh-
koeln.de 
</EMAIL> 

web site full URL of a web site or 

home page 

<WEBSITE> <WEBSITE> 

http://www.fh-koeln.de 
<WEBSITE> 
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3.4.2.7  Sample TeDIF Documents 

3.4.2.7.1 Sample HEAD of a TeDIF Interchange File 

 

<TEDIF LANG=en> 
 <HEAD> 
  <ETBPART>IIM</ETBPART> 
  <PERSON TYPE='RESPONSIBLE'> 
   <FIRSTNAME>Klaus-Dirk</FIRSTNAME> 
   <LASTNAME>Schmitz</LASTNAME> 
  </PERSON> 
  <PRODDATE>2005-04-01</PRODDATE> 
 </HEAD> 
 <BODY> 
  (Here are the documents described) 

 </BODY> 
</TEDIF> 

3.4.2.7.2 Sample Bibliographic Document in TeDIF Representation 

 

3.4.2.7.2.1 Term collection  

 

<DOC TYPE='LITMONO'  LANG=en> 
 <ADMIN> 
  <RECORDID>DT-B0001</RECORDID 
  <ETBID>ETB-05-01</ETBID> 
  <INTELTYPE>Terminological database</INTELTYPE> 
  <INSTOCK>State Commission of the Lithuanian Language</INSTOCK> 
  <ACCESSCOND>free</ACCESSCOND> 
  <MAT>Oracle database</MAT> 
  <CHARSET>Palemonas</CHARSET> 
  <COPYRIGHT>Valstybin  lietuvi  kalbos komisija</COPYRIGHT> 
  <COPYRIGHT TPYE='translated'>State Commission of the Lithuanian 

           Language</COPYRIGHT> 

  <PERSON TYPE='CONTPERS'> 
   <FIRSTNAME>Audra</FIRSTNAME> 
   <LASTNAME>Ivanauskien </LASTNAME> 
  </PERSON> 

  <ADDRESS TYPE='COPYRIGHT HOLDER'> 
   <STREET> vej  g. 14</STREET> 
   <ZIP>09310</ZIP> 
   <CITY>Vilnius</CITY> 
   <COUNTRY>LT</COUNTRY> 
  </ADDRESS> 
  <CONTACT TYPE='COPYRIGHT HOLDER'> 
   <PHONE>+370-52723358</PHONE> 
   <FAX>+370-52725094</FAX> 
   <EMAIL>vlkk@vlkk.lt</EMAIL> 
   <WEBSITE>http://www.vlkk.lt</WEBSITE> 
  </CONTACT> 
  <RECSTAT>Completed</RECSTAT> 
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  <PERSON TYPE='CREATOR'> 
   <FIRST NAME>Albina</FIRSTNAME>  
   <LASTNAME>Auksoriute</LASTNAME> 
  </PERSON> 
  <CREATEDATE>2001-02-05</CREATEDATE> 
  <NOTE>The holder needs more information on ETB before deciding  

       for or against a cooperation with the project</NOTE> 
 </ADMIN> 
 <DOCINFO> 
  <AUTHOR>State Commission of the Lithuanian Language</AUTHOR> 

  <TITLE TYPE='translated'>Term Bank of the Republic of Lithuania</TITLE> 
  <SUBJECT FIELD='local'>Politics</SUBJECT FIELD> 
  <SUBJECT FIELD='local'>Public safety</SUBJECT FIELD> 
  <SUBJECT FIELD='local'>Law</SUBJECT FIELD> 
  <TERMREP>alphabetical</TERMREP> 
  <TERMREP>systematic</TERMREP> 
  <APPROACH>multilingual</APPROACH> 
  <LANGUAGES>lt</LANGUAGES> 
  <INDICES>la, en, de, fr, es, it, ru</INDICES> 
  <CONCEPTS>100</CONCEPTS> 
  <ENTRIES>100</ENTRIES> 
  <TERMS>150</TERMS> 
  <GRAMMAR>yes</GRAMMAR> 
  <DEF>yes</DEF> 
  <LANGDEF>lt</LANGDEF> 
  <CONTEXTS>yes</CONTEXTS> 
  <LANGCON>lt</LANGCON> 
  <USAGE>yes</USAGE> 
  <GRAPH>yes</GRAPH> 
  <INDSUBJECT>yes</INDSUBJECT> 
  <SAMPLE> gyv n  ve imas  

     statusas: aprobuotas  

     sritis:  em s kis, uvininkyst  ir maistas | veterinarija | gyv n  

     gerov   

     apibr tis:  Gyv n  transportavimas, skaitant gyv n  krovim .  

     atitikmenys:  angl. animal transportation 

     vok. Tiertransport  

     ry iai:  sinonimas – gyv n  gabenimas 

     sinonimas – gyv n  transportavimas  

     kitos dalys:  altinis – Gyv n  ve imo taisykl s ( in., 1999, Nr. 58- 

     1911; 2001, Nr. 5 (atitaisymas), Nr. 69-2493)</SAMPLE> 

  <STRUCTURE>also indicated: term status, synonym, relations, source,  

       abbreviation, symbol,etymology</STRUCTURE> 
  <UPDATEFREQ>constantly</UPDATEFREQ> 
 </DOCINFO> 
</DOC> 
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3.5 XLS2TeDIF Converter 

 
In order to convert .xls files into a machine processable .xml format and for future 
applications, a parser was programmed. XLS2TeDIF.exe. 
By starting XLS2TeDIF.exe, it is possible to generate xml files.  
It converts either single files or whole folders. Mandatory, one should indicate which is basic 
language for all .xls files located in folder or language of single file. 
In addition on folder level, the program separates .xml files where all content of 
corresponding country folder is merged together. 
Errors may arise if another file not verified by this program will be converted (e.g. if file has 
different placement of content). 
 
Subsequently, you find screenshots of the program surface and of a folder containing 
converted data. The program is available as attachment in the folder Deliverable 2.1, 3 

Parser XLS2TeDIF,  as well as on the project website. 
 
 
 
 

 
 (after starting XLS2TeDIF.exe) 
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(example of choosing one folder and indicating language) 
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(additional window appears when conversion has been accomplished) 
 
 

 
(example of a folder after the conversion of files from .xls format to .xml. Before the 
conversion, only .xls files have been in the folder. After the conversion are additionally the 
respective .xml files and a Full.xml file in the folder. The Full.xml file contains all .xml files 
combined in one .xml file) 
 
 

4 Described resources 
 
To have an overview on described resources due to the great many of descriptions, find 
enclosed one example of a resource from Lithuania in .xls and in .xml format.   
 
All descriptions of resources are available as attachment in the folder Deliverable 2.1, 2 

Questionnaires, as well as on the project website.  
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Example 1a:  .xls description of a Lithuanian resource (screenshot) 
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Example 1b:  .xls description of a Lithuanian resource (screenshot) 
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Example 1c:  .xls description of a Lithuanian resource (screenshot) 
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Example 2: .xml description of the same Lithuanian resource (information copied from an 
.xml document and inserted into this .doc document)   
 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?>  
- <DOCUMENT> 
- <DOC TYPE="LITMONO" LANG="LT"> 
- <ADMIN> 
  <INTELTYPE>Glossary</INTELTYPE>  
  <MAT>Electronic</MAT>  
  <MAT>Database file</MAT>  
  <ACCESSCOND>free</ACCESSCOND>  
- <ADDRESS TYPE="CONTPERS"> 
  <STREET>Vilnius St. 27</STREET>  
  <ZIP>LT- 01119</ZIP>  
  <CITY>Vilnius</CITY>  
  <COUNTRY>Lithuania</COUNTRY>  

  </ADDRESS> 
- <CONTACT TYPE="CONTPERS"> 
  <PHONE>37052684036</PHONE>  
  <FAX>37052684037</FAX>  
  <EMAIL>vilma@translation.lt</EMAIL>  

  </CONTACT> 
  <PERSON TYPE="CONTPERS">Vilma Butkevi ien </PERSON>  
  <NOTE>The copyright holder is ready to co-operate with the EuroTermBank 

project</NOTE>  
  </ADMIN> 

- <DOCINFO> 
  <TITLE>Database of Translation, documentation and information centre</TITLE>  
  <AUTHOR>Translation, documentation and information centre</AUTHOR>  
  <TERMREP>Alphabetical</TERMREP>  
  <APPROACH>Multilingual</APPROACH>  
  <LANGUAGES>LT, EN, FR</LANGUAGES>  
  <INDICES>LT, EN, FR</INDICES>  
  <SUBJECT FIELD="local">Primary and secondary EU legislation</SUBJECT>  
  <SUBJECT FIELD="local">cases before the Court of Justice</SUBJECT>  
  <TERMS>20 000</TERMS>  
  <SAMPLE>EN acceptance, finance Definition: the signing of a bill of exchange to show that 

you agree to pay it. RFSN: EEC Treaty Art. 54 (3c) Note: in contract law LT 

akceptas</SAMPLE>  
  <STRUCTURE>also indicated: definitions, subject fields</STRUCTURE>  
  <UPDATFREQ>once a week</UPDATFREQ>  
  <UPDATEDATE>07.Feb.05</UPDATEDATE>  
  <NOTE>The terms of this database are not approbated.</NOTE>  

  </DOCINFO> 
  </DOC> 
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5 Methodology for describing resources - Analysis of descriptions 

 
After description of the terminology resources in project partners countries by the respective 
project partners (in one of the two formats), the descriptions were analysed. Four tables were 
drafted in order to get a general overview of all descriptions. Table 5 is a variation of table 4. 
 
Table 1: Description Quality 
Table 2: Features of Terminology Resources 
Table 3: Resources per Subject Field 
Table 4: Overview of all Resources 
Table 5: Overview of all Resources in Electronic Format 
  
Table 4 and 5 were designed to have the maximum of information as overview in one .xls 
table. By means of the .xls tables, especially of Table 5, a proposal of appropriate resources 
for the Golden Core which will consist out of 2000 sample terms could be done.  
In contrast to the task of digitalization where the resources have to be available only in paper 
format, the resources for the Golden Core have to be available in electronic or in electronic 
and paper format. For this reason, the resources available only in paper format could be 
excluded out of table 4 to have resources in paper and electronic format or only in electronic 
format in one table. 
 
All tables are also available in the folder Deliverable 2.1, 4 Analysis. 
 
 
 
 Table 1: Description Quality 
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Table 2: Features of Terminology Resources 
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Table 3: Resources per Subject Field 
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Table 4: Overview of all Resources  
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Table 5: Overview of all Resources in Electronic Format   
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6 Criteria for proposal of the selection for the Golden Core 

 
For finalizing this part of WP 2, a proposal for the selection of the 2000 sample terms was 
worked out. According to a decision of the Consortium, the moiety of the Golden Core should 
consist of terminology from ISO standards. That means, that we will use 1000 terms out of 
our described resources (with reference to table 5 of chapter 5). 
 
The criteria to select resources for the proposal has arisen to a logical scheme and in 
accordance with chapter 3 of this deliverable, the evaluation of terminology resources. 
The first criteria of selecting resources was to have 
- terminology available in electronic format (in order that it has not to be digitalized before 
the compilation of the Golden Core). 
The next important questions that had to be asked in a simple order for the criteria of selecting 
resources were: 
- is the resource free available 
- if not, is the Creator or the Copyright Holder ready to cooperate with the ETB-Project 
- is it a source with a background that assures high-quality data 
- is it a subject field that covers several languages that we need for our selection 
- are there enough entries/concepts/terms 
- is general information about grammar/contexts/definitions/etc. given 
- is everything indicated 
- … 
 
Trailing all the criteria in accordance with chapter 3 the evaluation of terminology resources, 
a proposal for the selection of terminology resources for the Golden Core was made.  
 
 

6.1 Proposal for the selection of terminology resources for the  

Golden Core  

 
- Subject field:  Law/EU-Legislation/EU-Terms 
- Resource country and number:  

- HU 1, 56, 68  
- LT 1, 3 

 - PL 28 
 - EE 5, 6, 21, 52, 56, 65, 66 
 
- Subject field: Economics 
- Resource country and number:  
 - HU 11, 13, 30, 31, 32, 35, 36, 44  
 - EE 8, 67 
 
In addition, (if necessary): 
 
- Subject field: Military 
- Resource country and number:  
 - HU 47 
 - LV 43 
 - EE 80 
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- Subject field: Agriculture 
- Resource country and number:  
 - HU 52, 59 
 - LT 3, 6 
 
- Subject field: Medicine 
- Resource country and number:  
 - HU 10, 61 
 - EE 35, 72 
 
Further selection of the 2000 sample terms will be done by the responsibles of work package 
4 of EuroTermBank.  
 


